
   Zap Business Intelligence for  
Microsoft Dynamics

Zap Business Intelligence for Microsoft Dynamics NAV
turns transactions into insight, empowering employees to 

improve performance and create a flexible, competitive, 

and agile enterprise.

Enhance decision-making and performance management with 
business intelligence (BI) capabilities such as dashboards, key 
performance indicators (KPIs), scorecards, reports, and analysis, 
and accelerate business value with alerts, and report scheduling.

Delivers a rapid return on investment (ROI). Deployment is fast, 
instant value is provided to end users, and it’s easy to make 
rapid efficiency gains. Costs for ongoing maintenance and 
change management are minimal, adding to a low total cost 
of ownership.
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Put performance information in the hands of your business 
users. Pre-built analytics give you instant visibility from day 
one of your rollout. Even the most remote employees can gain 
instant access using a web browser. The interface has a familiar 
Microsoft feel, and users can create their own analytics easily, 
without needing technical help. Instead of searching through 
endless reports to find crucial information, use rules, alerts, and 
exception reporting for immediate notification about changes 
in performance.
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Reports tell you what happened, but what you really need to 
know is why. Easily navigate your data to uncover the reasons 
behind performance, and use these insights to improve. 
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Provides a rapid, low-risk deployment, no matter how much 
you’ve customized Microsoft Dynamics® NAV. Our wizard-
driven technology fast tracks the solution set up and makes it 
easy to import customizations on an ongoing basis, even for 
entire industry solutions.
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       Solve Business Problems
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Gives you the power to ask the hard questions, and get instant 
answers. How well can you answer questions such as...

 » Who are your most profitable customers and products?
 » Are your suppliers meeting performance targets?
 » What proportion of shipments go out on time?
 » How much cash will you have in three months?
 » How well are you managing excessive stock or customer 

turnover due to stock outs?
 » How quickly are you informed about changes in Key 

Performance Indicators?
 » How automated is your end of month reporting?



A single, complete solution to meet ALL your business intelligence needs
Use a single, central solution to meet ALL your reporting and analysis needs. Prepare exception reports, perform unlimited slice-and-
dice analysis by dimension using your NAV Account Schedules, create cross ledger reports for reconciliation, and view consolidated 
reports covering sales, inventory, receivables, payables, and purchasing across multiple companies. You only maintain and train one 
application – which ensures a low total cost of ownership and maximum productivity.

So user friendly it becomes the heartbeat of your organization
Our aim is to make the heartbeat of your organization – the mission critical system used by your business leaders every day to 
manage more effectively. Business leaders demand pragmatic usability combined with the flexibility to fit the solution to their 
individual needs – and delivers. Users never touch code or rely on developers to create analytics. 

Proactive intelligence provides an early warning system
It’s a fact – we’re all time pressured. Employees don’t have time to manually review data to see what’s happening and what’s 
changed. Automates discovery and learning so that issues are highlighted the moment they occur. Alerts are pushed to the relevant 
employees – and combined with contextual reports that show the cause of performance changes. Reports can be scheduled, 
distributed, and subscribed to, based on a combination of events and timeframes.

Powerful analytics that make a difference to the bottom line
Gives you all the standard capabilities your users expect, including reports, ad-hoc analysis, scorecards, dashboards, and Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs). It also includes advanced capabilities that have a high impact on operational effectiveness and bottom 
line profitability – such as alerts and report scheduling, and automated management reporting. Business users are empowered to 
create their own analytics, while power users appreciate the simplicity and flexibility in creating complex analytics and automating 
workflows.

Rapid set up and maintenance, even for your customizations
The most time consuming and resource intensive part of analytics projects is the set up of the underlying cube to suit your individual 
needs. We provide a wizard-driven process that automatically identifies your Microsoft Dynamics customizations, relationships, and 
data usage to produce an optimized, meaningful cube you can use immediately. This greatly reduces the technical resources you 
need to get started, and means you can run the process at any time to keep your cube up-to-date with ongoing changes.

Extreme flexibility to adapt the solution to your needs
Gives you unprecedented flexibility to truly make the solution your own. Give users the choice of viewing analytics via Outlook® 
or exporting to Excel®, or integrate with your SharePoint® deployment. You can even extend the solution to other non-Dynamics 
business systems to create a single, company-wide analytics portal. Cater for multi-lingual users - Zap’s architecture supports the 
automatic presentation of the solution in the user’s local language. And share and tailor the system as much as you need to –  export 
analytics to standardize across regions and companies, even across different deployments; create custom calculations and business 
templates to share with users; and customize the help when you add new capabilities. 

Minimal technical resources = low TCO and rapid ROI
You’ll need minimal technical resources to deploy, train, and maintain, leading to a low total cost of ownership, and a rapid return 
on investment. Our wizard-driven application fast tracks the solution setup; the web interface for end users means you can deploy 
rapidly with no software installation; packaged analytics provide meaningful content from day 1; and usability removes the 
complexities, time and resources required to create custom analytics and ensure user adoption. The solution is built using 100% 
Microsoft technology, which minimizes any need for specialist technical resources.
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